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Abstract— Computer games have emerged in the past
decade as potential media beyond entertainment. Despite its
popularity, game accessibility remains a major concern of
various researchers. Children population with motor
disabilities is a potential target for developing entertainment or
therapeutic support games due to their interest to play. This
paper presents: (1) a framework for mobile games for children
with motor disability using simple hand postures and (2)
Xgboost decision tree as a hand posture recognizer (98.48
percent training accuracy and 96.76 percent testing accuracy)
as a prototype of hand posture-based commands as assistive
technology to interact with games.
Keywords— game accessibility, motor disability,
motion, Xgboost.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Computer games was defined as “a game that is played
on a computer” [1] or “a game that you play on a computer
or on a small portable piece of electronic equipment,” [2]. In
simple words, mobile games are computer games designed to
run on mobile devices such as smartphones. In the past
decade, computer games become ubiquitous. The advent of
mobile phone technology has become an enabler of fast-growing
game industries that reached revenue $ 94.4 billion or 87%
of the world market [3].
Despite a plethora of games developed by a vast number
of game producers in the past decade; to the best of our
knowledge, only a few games specially designed for peoples
with limiting condition or disables as their target segment.
On the other hand, the size of this segment is large enough
that becomes a huge opportunity for game industry to jump
in. For example, in Indonesia, according to the report of
Ministry of Health in 2014 the number of people with
disabilities with aged 0-59 years was around 67.7 million [4].
Whilst the total number of disables worldwide is about 15%
of the total population [4]. Despite this large opportunity for
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game industry, designing game for peoples with limiting
conditions remains a difficult problem. One of the remaining
challenges but also becomes a research gap in game research
domain is game accessibility.
Accessibility in game context can be defined as “the
ability to play a game even when functioning under limiting
conditions.” [7]. The study by [8] concluded the limiting
conditions that affect person’s ability to play a game are
mainly: visual, hearing, motor, and cognitive impairments.
Motor impairment, in particular, is a loss or limitation of
function in muscle control or a limitation in mobility [7].
In the past decade, game accessibility has gained wide
attention from various research communities. The study by
[7], for example, concluded that game accessibility is a very
important aspect of game design due to legal, financial,
ethical, and medical reasons. In addition, game accessibility
also opened up new opportunities to expand the game
product lines to the market. One of opportunities related to
the game accessibility is positioning of games as assistive
technology.
Assistive technology is a term borrowed from medical
therapy world refers to any products or services that improve
the functioning of peoples with disabilities. Many studies
showed some evidence that participating or engaging in
playing game can be instrumental to enhance effectiveness of
particular medical therapy to people with motor disabilities
[9].
This research aims to reduce a research gap in game
accessibility by proposing a design framework for
developing mobile game to assist children with motor
disabilities to interact with games they like. Another
contribution of this study is proposing a game user interface
that adopts machine learning technology to facilitate access
of children with motor disabilities using simple interaction
such as hand postures.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 will explain related works. Chapter 3 will
describe research method followed by results and
discussion in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 will conclude
this paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Reason to Provide Game Accessibility
According to the International Game Developers
Association (IGDA) report in 2004, the main reasons for
provisioning game accessibility are as follows [7]. First,
improving user satisfaction: the main motivation of gamers
to play games is to seek enjoyment. However, limiting
physical condition of the gamers will hinder achievement in
playing games. Second, reach out larger game player
potentials: in most countries, there are some percentages of
population categorized as disables among those need games
for entertainment as well as therapy support. This segment is
an important niche market for game industry. Third,
compliance with regulation: In many countries likes USA,
there are regulations about product accessibility including
games for the disabled. Fourth, the facilitating learning new
skills: by practicing body part (muscle and joints)
movements, disable people will get benefit to learn new
skills or therapeutic benefits. Finally, facilitating game-based
learning, for example games to helps people develop social
skills through gameplay.
B. Game Access for Motor Disabilities
IGDA [7] concluded that the main conditions which limit
a person capability to play games were: vision, hearing,
mobility, and cognitive issues. Mobility limitation, in
particular, can be categorized further into: (1) paralysis, (2)
neurological disorders, (3) repetitive stress injury, (4) age
related issues, (5) lack of mobility, and (6) lack of steadiness.
In the effect to game playing, each limitation is summarized
in Table 1.
The “mobility” term has been widely used in many
contexts with various meanings. In the past ten years, the
advent of games and mobile phone technology associated
this term with hardware of cellular mobile and portable
gaming devices [10]. Different meaning adopted in medical
context in which mobility is associated to the way human
move arms, legs, even eye [11]. In this study, motor
disability (mobility disable) refers to a broadest category of
disability with various causes. Common causes of motor
disability are mainly paralysis, neurological disorders,
repetitive stress injury, age related issues and lack of
steadiness [7] [12] [13]. From game design perspective,
motor disability or impairment is a game design problem
which needs to be addressed.
Vickers, Istance & Heron [14] categorized various
approaches to implement game accessibility into two broad
approaches. First, adding middleware solution to existing
(general audience) games. The roles of middleware are to
generate standard game interface devices events and pass
them into the operating system to be processed by the target
game. Second, the developed frameworks as guideline for
game design with game accessibility in mind.
On game development sides, some previous studies have
explored some possible ways for people with motor

disabilities to interact with games. For example, body part
motion [3], head and mouth motions [5], eye tracking [6], and
eye gaze [11][10]. In related to these studies, various devices to
facilitate access to motor disability have been developed in the
last decade including: Setting button [5], Remap able key [6],
Alternative Configuration [7], Camera Control [8], Moveable
[9], Macro ability [10], Save Point [11], Click to Move [12],
Input device [13], Speed [14] and Sensitivity[3]. The
challenge, therefore, how to build a framework that unified
various technologies as a guideline for game designer to
develop games that fit the requirementsof the users.
C. Game Design Framework for Children with Motor
Disabilities
Game design framework for disables has gained research
attention. For example, the study by [14] proposed a general
Game Accessibility Development Framework (GADF)
which can be illustrated in the following diagram.

Fig 1. Game Design Framework for Children with Motor Disabilities
(Source: [14])

The proposed GADF framework suggests game
designers to build an adaptive user interface which can
automatically detect input device to be used by game players.
Similarly, by using task analysis, game designers can select
appropriate gameplay with different game genres to be
implemented. Although many parts of game designed have
been covered, the proposed framework is designed as a
generic framework and did not mentioned particular category
of disabilities.
In contrast to the framework proposed by [14] as
guideline in designing game for general game players, our
proposed framework aimed as guideline in designing games
targeted to children with motor disability. With such
objective, the option for capturing interaction is more limited
than those for general game accessibility games depending of
body-part (e.g. finger, hand, eye, head) which can be moved.
D. Machine Learning as Hand Posture Recognizer
Recognizing motion from images is one of new
opportunities for game accessibility thanks to the advent of
machine learning technology. The idea is to develop game
user interface modules which were embedded with pertained
machine learning to recognize any possible gamers’ body
parts. For example: eye gaze, head motion, hand motion,
hand posture. Several attempts to adopt machine learning
model for recognizing human motion from images captured
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by camera has been reported [15].
III.

RESEARCH METHOD

The research method comprises of several iterative
steps namely:
1) Mobile Game Design Analysis
In this study, game design analysis aimed to achieve the
following objectives: (1) identifying functional requirement
in order a game meets high accessibility requirement to
players with limited physical condition, (2) identifying
several alternative technologies to implement various access
to game for motor disabilities as target users, (3) developing
a proposed a game framework that reflect provision of game
access for children player with motor disabilities.
This analysis was implemented using several research
techniques including literature review of related study reports
which were available in literatures. The result of this step
was a proposed game design framework as a guideline to
design mobile game with high game accessibility, especially
for children with motor disabilities.
2) Dataset
Data for this study is a secondary data which has been
used in a study reported by [12] [13]. The dataset for this
study comprises of 74,975 samples that represents 5 classes
of hand postures which were collected from 12 respondents
that participated in the study. Although the real target was
developing hand posture using a mobile device (gadget)
camera, in this prototype system, for simplicity reason, the
hand posture was captured using a digital camera connected
with a computer where the hand posture recognizer was
trained and tested.
The hand posture classes under study are: (1) fist with
thumb out, (2) stop with hand flat, (3) point with pointer
finger, (4) point with pointer and middle fingers, and (5) grab
with fingers curled. These basic hand postures are expected
represent some basis for designing hand sign-based
command for controlling games.

framework, this machine learning classifier becomes a
component of game user interface to facilitate gamers interact
with the game.
Hand posture recognition is a classification task which can
be solved using computer vision method. In this study, the
hand posture recognizer is built using eXtreme Gradient
Boosting (Xgboost) decision tree proposed by [15] which was
trained supervised. Model training used k-fold crossvalidation technique so that each sample in the dataset used as
training and testing dataset. Due to its simplicity, accuracywas
used to evaluate model performance.
Xgboost is a scalable machine learning algorithm which
can be used to address classification task. Given a set of nsamples and m-features as a dataset such that: 𝐷 =
{(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2),… , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛)} such that each sample 𝑥i =
〈𝑥i1, 𝑥i2,… , 𝑥i𝑚〉 ∈ 𝑅𝑚, each 𝑥ij is feature, and 𝑦i ∈ 𝑅. A
tree ensemble model uses K additive functions to
approximate a target function so that 𝑦^i = ∑𝐾 ƒk (𝑥i ) ,
where: ƒk ∈ ℱ and ℱ represents a space of regression trees.
As a member of machine learning algorithms, Xgboost
learning algorithm choose the most optimum set of function
from ℱ to be used in the model by minimizing the following
objective function [15]:
𝑓(ɸ) = ∑ 𝑙(𝑦^i , 𝑦i ) + ∑ Ω(ƒk )
i

k

Where: Ω(ƒ) = 𝛾𝑇 + 1 𝜆‖w‖2 , 𝑙 is differentiable
2

convex objective function that measures the difference
between the prediction 𝑦^i and the target 𝑦i , and Ω terms
serves as regularize of the model to prevent over fitting. The
detail explanation about xgboost decision tree algorithm can
be found in [15].
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Game Accessibility Analysis
Game applications, Middleware, Communications
APIs
Machine learning-based recognizer,
Adaptable Input Device Selection

Adaptable
game
mechanic
controls

Operating system
Device controllers

Fig. 2. The Glove for Hand Posture Data Capture (source: [13])

In this study, from the total of 11 markers on the glove,
the (x, y, z) coordinates of selected purposively 5 markers
used in this study due to a practical reason: data extracted
from these markers have no missing values. The marker data
was then used as features to represent hand posture using a
vector of 15 numbers as follows. Each sample of hand
posture 𝑥i was representad as 〈𝑥iO, 𝑦iO, 𝑧iO,… , 𝑥i4, 𝑦i4, 𝑧i4〉
and the corresponding sample label 𝑦i ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. Before
being analyzed, data rescaling and normalization techniques
were adopted as data preprocessing.
3) Training Hand Posture Recognizer.
As a proof of concept, a hand posture recognizer was
trained as a prototype of hand signal-based commands for
motor disabilities to control the game. In the proposed

Input devices with various sensors: hand
posture/motion, head motion, eye gaze, EEG; and
special keyboards/buttons

Monitor
screen

Fig 3. The Proposed Framework of Mobile Game for Children with
Motor Disabilities
Pretrained
machine
learning
Game
application
Fig 4. Machine Learning Model in Game User Interface for Children
with Motor Disabilities
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The limiting condition of peoples with motor disability
hampers them from interacting with general games that
require a lot of hand motion and rapid/accurate clicking on
the screen (see Table 1). Several possible interactions
support between disables and games have been identified by
IGDA [7] as follows. First, the keyboard navigation: all
commands to control the game can be entered using a
customized physical or virtual keyboard with visual and
auditory message to give feedback on what has been done.
Second, Customizable controls: remapping all controls to the
game. Third, speaking in-game tutorials/assistance: all
explanation or in-game tutorial and automatic help are given
through voice and visualization in order the gamers can pick
up many of the main points of the game easily. Finally,
Special devices: expanding hardware support beyond
standard devices such as mouse, joystick, game pad and
camera to capture eye gaze and head movements to allow
player with motor disabilities to play more variety of games.
In this study a prototype of the proposed game user
interface is based on assumption that the game player can
move their hand in front of camera that was controlled by
computer used to run the game application. For this purpose,
following the study by [12] [13], a game player utilized a
hand glove equipped with some reflectors. A special camera
attached to a computer used to run a game will track the hand
motion of the gamer as input to a previously trained machine
learning-based hand motion recognizer.
B. Mobile Game Design Framework
The critical and distinctive aspects of a game architecture
with provision of game accessibility, particularly for children
with motor disabilities, are its user interface designed to
facilitate interaction with the game suitable with the physical
limiting condition of the game players.
Learning from the general framework proposed by [14]
and considering specific requirements for the targeted game
users, the proposed framework consists of several
components namely: (1) input device to capture body-part
motions or postures controlled by device drivers and mobile
device operating system; (2) adaptive device selection and
machine learning to recognize (classify) input data captured
by the sensors. This output of this component becomes input
for game dynamics; and (3) game applications comprise
game dynamics and game mechanics.
The important part in the proposed framework (see Fig.
3) is machine learning-based body-part recognizer. The
reason for having this component is as follows. Given widely
available sensors to collect data, from game application side,
an intelligent agent should be designed to take data collected
by the sensors and convert the data into signal that
correspond to the game functions that control the game
dynamics. This problem opens up much potential utilization
of various machine learning methods to process a stream of
data that represent gamer interaction with the game
application. The collected data using various sensors are then
mapped to predefined commands to control games or game
dynamics (see Fig. 4).
C. Hand Posture Recognizer
Hand posture class distribution of the dataset used in this
study can be summarized using the following histogram.

Fig. 5. Histogram of Hand Posture Classes

As can be seen from Fig. 5, frequency distribution of
hand posture classes was relatively balance. Learning
performance of xgboost decision tree model with hyperparameters: number of trees = 50, learning_rate=0.15, max
tree depth=8 can be summarized as follows:
Table 1. Training Performance of Xgboost Decision Tree Model
Fold
1
2
3
4
Average

Training Accuracy
98.57
98.50
98.43
98.41
98.48

Testing Accuracy
96.74
96.95
96.63
96.73
96.76

From the Table 1 above, it can be concluded that the data
training are separable and the proposed model achieved high
accuracy to recognize each class of the given hand postures.

(a) Fold 1

(b) Fold 2

(c) Fold 3

(d) Fold 4

Fig. 6. Variable Importance Histogram in Each Fold of Training

Fig. 6 showed that each feature of the dataset did not
have similar effect to the hand posture classes. In each fold,
the change of x-coordinate tend to give less effect to the
hand posture class than that of y-coordinate. It means the
effect of hand motion in horizontal direction to the predicted
hand posture class is less than that of hand motion in
vertical direction.
V.
CONCLUSION
This research finding validated some previous research results
on game accessibility which claimed feasibility of designing
game with natural user interface so that children with some
motoric disabilities can engage and enjoy playing computer
games. Despite its limited data, the research finding showed
some potential to use hand posture as a building block for
developing visual commands to control games in the future.
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The advent of machine learning based technology in the
past ten years gives creative opportunity for game designers
in designing and developing game user interface so that the
games are not only entertaining and educating but also
motoric disability friendly. Exploration of those potentials
becomes the next step of this study.
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